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Topology of Complete Noncompact Manifolds
Katsuhiro Shiohama*

§ O. Introduction

A well known theorem due to Cohn-Vossen [8] states that if an
oriented complete, noncompact and finitely connected Riemannian manifold M of dimension 2 admits the total curvature c(M)=

J

M

G dM, where

G is the Gaussian curvature and dM is the volume element of M, then
From this fact he proved that if M has nonnegative
Gaussian curvature, then M is either diffeomorphic to a plane R2 or else
isometric to a fiat cylinder SI X R or a fiat open Moblius strip. This
pioneering work of Cohn-Vossen has been extended by Cheeger, Gromoll
and Meyer in [7], [20] and others to obtain the structure theorem for
complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds of nonnegative sectional
curvature. The structure theorem states that if a complete noncompact
Riemannian manifold M has nonnegative sectional curvature, then there
exists a compact totally geodesic submanifold S of M (which is called the
soul of M and has dimension > 0) such that M is homeomorphic (or even
diffeomorphic, see [33]) to the total space of the normal bundle 2)(S) over
S in M. The proof is done by constructing a family of compact totally
convex sets exhausting M. It turns out that this family of compact totally
convex sets is nothing but the sublevels of a convex function which is
obtained by Busemann functions for rays emanating from an arbitrary
fixed point.
Thus Busemann functions play an essential role in the study of complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds. This function has been introduced by Busemann (see Section 22 in [2]) in order to establish a theory
of parallels for straight lines on a straight G-space on which every two
points are joined by a unique distance realizing geodesic.
One of the purposes of this survey note is to study fundamental theorems on complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds of nonnegative
curvature which has been obtained by Cheeger, Gromoll Meyer and Toc(M)~2i!'X(M).
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ponogov [7], [20], [44] and others from a point of view of Busemann functions for rays. This attempt has been done by Wu in [47] for generalized
Busemann functions, where the convexity, subharmonicity and plurisubharmonicity of Busemann functions under certain conditions for curvatures
are discussed. We shall first of all in Section 1 study geometric and
fundamental properties of Busemann functions without curvature assumptions which have been discussed by Busemann [2] and Cheeger-Gromoll
[7]. Making use of the fundamental properties of Busemann functions
we shall give in Section 2 a simple proof for the convexity, subharmonicity
and plurisubharmonicity of Busemann functions under certain conditions
for curvature. The basic idea of our proof of the above properties for
Busemann functions is going along with the line settled by Wu in [47].
The simplification of our proof is acheived by showing the property of
Busemann functions (which is seen in Lemma 1.2) which states that a
Busemann function Fr for a ray r is supported by another Busemann
function F.+FrCp) at each pointp on M, where p=a(O) and a is asymptotic to r. Thus our proof is more direct and simpler than that of Wu's.
Making use of the Grauert theorem, Greene and Wu have proved in
[17] that if a complete noncompact Kaehler manifold has positive sectional
curvature, then it is a Stein manifold. This is because M admits a convex
exhaustion function and the convexity of a function on M implies plurisubharmonicity of it (see [14]). Such manifolds are interested from a
point of view of the function theory of complex variables, and discussed
in [39], but we do not discuss here.
On the other hand, the subharmonicity of a function on M however
does not give any topological restrictions to M. Subharmonic functions always exists on any connected, complete noncompact Riemannian manifold.
This is because every such an M admits 2m + 1 smooth harmonic functions
together which form a proper embedding of Minto R2m+l (see [16]). It
will be proved in Section 2 that if a complete noncompact M has nonnegative Ricci curvature, then every Busemann function on M is subharmonic. The only one metric consequence for such an M of nonnegative Ricci curvature is that the volume of M is unbounded. This has
recently been proved by Wu in [48]. It has recently been proved by
Schoen and Yau [36] that if a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold
of dimension 3 has positive Ricci curvature, then M is diffeomorphic to

R 3•
The convexity of a function on M gives topological restrictions to M
as well as metric restrictions of course. The structure theorem for complete noncompact manifolds of nonnegative sectional curvature is a special
case of a more general result of the Greene-Shiohama theorem which
states that if a complete M admits a convex function f which is not con-
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stant on any open subset of M, then for a fixed value a>infM f there
exists a homeomorphism H: M~(f) X (infMf, oo)-+M - {x e M;f(x)=
infMf} such thatf(H(y, a))=a for ally e M~(f) and for all a>infMf, where
M~(f) is the a-level set of fwhich is a topological sub manifold of dimension m - 1. Other results concerning with convex functions on complete
manifolds will be summarized in Section 3.
In the pioneering work of Cohn-Vossen [9], he has proved that if M
is a complete Riemannian manifold which is diffeomorphic to R2 and if
the total curvature exists and if M admits a straight line, then the total
curvature is non-positive. It follows from this and his previous results
that if a complete, noncompact Riemannian 2-manifold of nonnegative
Gaussian curvature admits a straight line, then M is isometric to either a
flat cylinder SI X R or else to P. This has been extended by Toponogov
[44], known as the Toponogov splitting theorem, which states that if a
complete manifold of nonnegative sectional curvature admits a straight
line, then it is isometric to the Riemannian product N X R. Further
generalization has been obtained by Cheeger and Gromoll in [6] for manifolds of nonnegative Ricci curvature. The notion of asymptotic rays will
be usefull to prove the splitting theorem and to describe fundamental
properties of Busemann functions as well. A flat strip theorem is the
first step of the proof of splitting theorem, which shows the existence of a
flat totally geodesic surface bounded by two rays asymptotic to a fixed
ray under certain conditions for curvature and asymptotic rays. A Clifford translation on an Hadamard manifold also provides a flat strip between biasymptotic lines each of which is translated along itself by the
Clifford translation, for detail see [39]. Now suppose that M is isometric
to the Riemannian product NXR, and let r(t):=(x,t), XeN, t>O.
Then the Busemann function for this r takes a special from which is not
only convex but affine. A natural extension of the Toponogov splitting
theorem has been obtained by Innami in [25] which states that a comp1ete
M admits a nontrivial affine function if and only if M is isometric to the
Riemannian product N X R, where N is a level set of the function which
is totally geodesic and totally convex as well. This result will be discussed
in Section 4.
The above result and the Greene-Shiohama theorem for convex
functions apply to obtain an elementary proof of a gap theorem established
recently by Greene and Wu in [18], which states that if a complete manifold M of nonnegative sectional curvature has zero curvature outside a
compact set and if M is simply connected at infinity, then M is isometric
to the Euclidean m-space Em. This will be stated in Section 5.
At the end of this survey note let us go back to the original pioneering
works of Cohn-Vossen. We find that there is an interesting problem which
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Cohn-Vossen did not discuss and which is left for us. The problem is to
investigate geometric significance of the existence of total curvature on the
Riemannian structure of a complete noncom pact Riemannian 2-manifold.
It has been investigated by Maeda in [30] that there is a relationship between the total curvature and the mass of· rays emanating from a fixed
point on a complete manifold of nonnegative Gaussian curvature diffeomorphic to R2. Roughly speaking, the Maeda theorem states that on a
complete manifold diffeomorphic to R2 of nonnegative Gaussian curvature
if the total curvature is small, then the mass of rays emanating from an
arbitrary fixed point on it is large. For detailed arguments see this Proceedings [29]. We shall here discuss about the relation between the total
curvature and the behavior of Busemann functions on a finitely connected
complete noncompact Riemannian 2-manifolds each of which has one
end.
The emphasis of this note is to show that we can prove all basic
results for noncompact complete manifolds of nonnegative sectional cur- .
vature obtained by Toponogov, Cheeger, Gromoll and Meyer and others
without using the Rauch comparison theorem nor the Toponogov comparison theorem. The basic tools used in our observation here are the
first and second variation formulas for lengths of I-parameter variations
along geodesics and the minimization theorem for index forms and the
index comparison theorem which are seen in the standard text books on
Riemannian geometry such as [1], [5], [19] and [31].

§ 1.

Busemann functions

The purpose of this section is to state the fundamental properties of
Busemann functions on a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold M
of dimension m?2. Unless otherwise stated geodesics on M are parametrized by arc length. It is the nature of completeness and noncompactness
that through every point p on M there passes a ray r: [0, =)--+ M with
r(o) = p, e.g., d(r(t l), r(t2)) = 1tl - t21 for all tl> t2~0, where d is the distance
function on M induced from the Riemannian metric. A geodesic is called
to be a straight line iff for any tl, t2 e R, d(r(t l), r(2)) = tl - t21. The
Busemann function Fr for a ray r: [0, =)--+ M is defined by
1

FrCx):= lim [t-d(x, ret))],

xeM.

t-=

The t-d(x, ret)) is monotone increasing with t and is bounded above by
d(p, x), where p=r(O). Therefore it converges uniformly on every compact set of M. The notion of asymptote is needed to describe the fundamental properties of Busemann functions. Let r: [0, =)--+ M be a ray.
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A ray (J: [0, oo)~ M is said to be asymptotic to 7 if there is a sequence of
minimizing geodesics {aj}, each a j satisfying (JiO)=qj with limj _= qj=(J(O)
and ailj)=7(tj) for some divergent sequence {tj} and they satisfy &(0)=
lim j _= &/0), where &(0) is the tangent vector to a at 0.
For a point x on M and for an r >0 let B(x, r):={y E M; d(x, h)<r}
and let Sex, r): ={y E M; d(x, y)=r}. For a functionf: M ~R a sublevel
set and a level set off are denoted by Ma(f):={xEM;f(x);;;;a} and
M~(f):={x E M;f(x)=a}. With these notations the fundamental properties of Busemann functions obtained in [2] and [7] are stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let 7: [0, oo)~ M be a ray. Then the following statements are true.
(1) Fr is Lipschitz continuous with the Lipschitz constant 1.
(2) For every a E F/M), M~(Fr)=limt_=S(7(t), t -a).
(3) For every a, b E FrCM) with a <b, Ma(Fr) = {y E Mb(Fr);
dey, MHFr» > b-a}, and M~(Fr)={y E Mb(Fr); dey, M~(Fr» = b-a}.
(4) A unit speed geodesic (J: [0, oo)~ M is a ray asymptotic to 7 if
and only if Fr 0 a(t)= t +Fr 0 0'(0) for all t :2':0.
(5) For every x E M and for every a E FlM) with a> Flx) if a: [0, I)
--+M is a minimizing geodesic with a(O)=x and a(l) E M~(Fr) such that 1=
d(x, M~(Fr»' then the extension of (J to [0, 00) is a ray asymptotic to 7.
(6) Fr is differentiable at x if x is an interior point of some ray asymptotic to 7.
Proof of (1). For every x, y E M, one has IFr(x)-F/y)l;;;;d(x, y)
since Id(x, 7(t»-d(y, 7(t))l;;;;d(x,y) for all t>O.
Proof of (2).

It is sufficient to show that lim inft _= Se7(t), t-a)=
and lim SUPt_= S(7(t), t-a)=M~(Fr). Let x be a point on the
lower limit. For any .::>0 there is a t,>O such that if t >t" then B(x,.::)
n S(7(t), t -a) =1=1>. This means that t-a-.::;;;;d(x, 7(t»~t -a+.:: holds
for all t > t,. Therefore F/x) = a is verified by letting .::~O. Let y be a
point on M~(Fr). Since t -dey, 7(t» is monotone increasing in t and its
limit is a, for any .::>0 there exists a t,>O such that if tl>t" then there is
a point YI on a minimizing geodesic joining y to 7(t l) such that d(YI' 7(t l»
=tl-a and d(Y'YI)~'::. Therefore if t2~tl then d(Yl> 7(t2»;;;;t2-a and
dey, 7(t2»~t2-a implies that the minimizing geodesic from y to YI intersects S(7(t2)' t 2-a) for all t2:2':tl> and hence y E lim inft _= S(7(t), t -a).
To prove the second relation let Z be a point on the upper limit. (It
is obvious that M~(Fr)clim sup S(7(t), t -a).) There is a monotone
divergent sequence {tj} and points {Zj} such that lim Zj=z and Zj E S(7(tj),
ij-a). Then FrCz) = lim [tj-d(zj, 7(tj »]+lim d(zj, z)=a. This proves
lim sup S(7(t), t -a)cM~(Fr).
M~(Fr)
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Proof of (3). It follows from (1) that if x and yare points on Ma(Fr)
and on Mg(Fr) respectively such that d(x, y)=d(x, Mg(Fr», then d(x, y)
>\FrCx)-F/Y)I>b-a. Convetsely let x EMb(Fr) satisfy d(x, Mg(Fr»>
b-a and let y be a point on Mg(Fr) such that d(x, y)=d(x, Mg(Fr».
For a sufficiently large t >0 let qt be the point of intersection of Mg(Fr)
with a minimizing geodesic joining x to ret). From triangle inequality it
follows that d(x, qt) < d(x, y)+d(y, r(t»-d(qt, r(t». Since y and qt
belong to lim t _= S(r(t), t -b), lim t _= [dey, r(t»-d(qt, r(t»] =0, and hence
d(q/O x) is bounded above for all large t. Thus there is a monotone divergent sequence {tj} such that if qj:=qtJ' then {qj} converges to a point q
on Mg(Fr). Hence Fr(x) = 1imj _= [tj-d(qj' r(tj»]=1im j_= [tj-d(qj' r(t j»]
-lim j _= d(x, qj)=b-d(x, q)<b-d(x, Mg(Fr)=a.
The above argument shows that if x is a point on M~(Fr) and if qj is
the point of intersection of Mg(Fr) with a minimizing geodesic joining x
to r(t j ) for some monotone divergent sequence {ft} such that {qj} converges
to a point q, then d(x, q)=d(x, Mg(Fr»=b-a and hence M~(Fr)C
{x E Mb(Fr); d(x, Mg(Fr» = b-a}. Conversely if x E Mb(Fr) satisfies
d(x, Mg(Fr»=b-a and if {qj} and yare taken on Mg(Fr) as in the above
argument, then d(x, qj) > b-a and d(x, qj) ~ d(x, y) + dey, r(tj»d(qj' r(tj». It follows from limj _= [dey, r(tj» - d(qj' r(tj»] = 0 that
lim j_= d(x, qj)=b-a, and hence F/x)=limj_= [tj-d(x, qj)-d(qj, r(tj»]
=Fr(q)-(b-a)=a. M~(Fr)={y E Mb(Fr); dey, Mg(Fr»=b-a} is now
obvious.
To prove (4) let a: [0, 00 )---+M bea ray asymptotic to r. Then there
exists a sequence of points {Pj} with limj_=pj=o(O) and a sequence of
minimizing geodesics {OJ} each OJ: [O,lj]---+M satisfying oiO)=PJ' o/IJ
==r(tj) for some monotone divergent sequence {tj} such that &(0)=
lim j _= &j(O). For every fixed t >0 if zj=oit), then {Zj} converges to oCt)
and Fr ° oCt) = limj _= [tj-d(zj, r(tj»)] + lim j_= [d(zj, r(tj»-d(o(t), r(tj»]
=1imj _= [tj-(lj-t)]=t +Fr ° 0(0). Conversely if a unit speed geodesic
a: [0, oo)---+M satisfies that Froo(t)=t+Froo(O) for all t>O, then (1)
implies that d(o(O), o(t»>\F/o(O»-Fr(o(t»I=t holds for all t >0. This
means that 01[0, t] is minimizing for all t >0, and hence it is a ray. That
a is asymptotic to r is proved by showing that for any e> 0 01 [e, 00) is a
unique ray emanating from o(e) asymptotic to r. Indeed, if it is established that ol[e, 00) is a unique asymptotic ray to r, then for a sequence
{en} with lim n _= en=O there is a divergent sequence {tn} and minimizing
geodesics {t'n} each t'n: [0, In]---+M satisfying t'n(O)=o(e n) and t'n(ln)=r(tn)
and limn _= 1: (a(e n), f n(O» = O. Therefore limn _= f nCO) = &(0) and a is asymptotic to r. It follows from (3) together with the assumption Fr ° o(t)=
t +Fr ° ti(O) that for any fixed e E (0, 1) and t 21 one has d(o(e), o(t» =
d(o(e), Mf(Fr = t -e. If there is a point q =/=o(t) on Mf(Fr) such that

»
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d(q(e), q)=d(q(e), M!(Fr», then d(qle'), M!(Fr»«e-e')+(t -e)=t -e'

for all e' in (0, e), a contradiction. This fact means together with the first
statement of (4) that every ray emanating from q(e) and asymptotic to r
must coincide with ql [e, 00), and hence there is a unique asymptotic ray
to r emanating from r(e).
To prove (5) let qj: [0, Sj]---+ M be a minimizing geodesic with q j(O) =
q(l) and q/Sj)=r(tj) for some monotone divergent sequence {tj} such that
{qj} converges to a ray q,. Let Tj: [0, u;l-+M be a minimizing geodesic
with Tj(O)=X, T/Uj)=r(tj) and let qj be the point of intersection Tj([O, ujD
n M~(Fr). The intersection exists because of the assumption Fr ° T;(O)<a
and Fr ° Tluj)=t,>a. Then d(x, qj) > d(x, q(l» = d(x, M~(Fr» and from
qj' q(/) e lim S(r(t,), tj - a) follows lim [d(qj, r(tj» - d(q(/), r(tj»] = 0.
Suppose that iJ,(O)=I=iJ(I). Then there is an 7»0 such that d(x, r(tj»<
d(x, q(l» + d(q(l), r(tj»-7) for all largej. Lettingj---+oo, the above inequality yields Flx) = lim [tj-d(x, r(tj»] ~lim [tj-d(q(/), r(tj»-I +7)]=
a - I + 7). Similarly, Fix) = lim [tj - d(x, r(tj»] = lim [tj - d(x, qj) d(qj, r(tj»] = a -I, a contradiction. Thus q(t)=q,(t -I) for all t > 0.
Since q,I[O, 00) is asymptotic to r, (4) implies Froq(t-/)=a+(t-/) for
all t > I. To prove that q: [0, 00)---+M is asymptotic to r recall that
d(q(O), M~(Fr»=d(q(O), q(l»=I. Therefore it follows that for every tin
[0, I], d(q(t), M~(Fr»=I-t, and (3) implies Fr ° q(t)=a-t for all t e [0, I].
In particular Fr ° q(O) = a-I. It follows from (4) that q is a ray which is
asymptotic to r.
To prove (6) let q: [0, 00 )---+M be a ray asymptotic to r and let X=
q(a) for an a>O. For a fixed number c>O set b=c+a. Since q is a ray,
there exists a neighborhood V of q(b) such that both S(q(O), b) n V: =l\
and S(q(b+c), c) n V = :;Zz are smooth hypersurfaces and they have the
common unit normal iJ(b) at q(b). It follows from (3) that in a small
neighborhood U of x, Frl U is expressed as Fly)=b+a-d(y, Mg!:(Fr»,
y e U, where a: =Fr ° q(O). If ft, fz: U ---+R are defined asft(y):=d(y, ;Zi),
i = I, 2, y e U, then there exists a neighborhood U, C U of x such that for
every y e U, and for every i=l, 2,ft is attained at a unique point in ;Zi.
Thus bothft and/z are smooth on U,.
It will be asserted that for every ye U, ft(y)<d(y, Mg!:(Fr»;£;/z(y)
and in particularft(y) <b+a-FrCY);£;/Z(Y) for all y e U,. It follows from
(I) that for any z e B(q(O), b) IFr(z)-FrCq(O»I;£;b, and hence FrCz):=;;b+
Fr(q(O»=b+a. This proves B(q(O), b)cInt(Mb+a(Fr». The proof of
the assertion is complete if S(q(b+c), c)cM-Int(Mb+a(Fr» is verified.
In fact, these implications show that ;Z, and ;Z2 are separated by Mg!:(Fr)
in V, and hence the inequality in the assertion is proved.
To prove S(q(b+c), c)cM _Mb+a(Fr), let Tt : [0, It]---+M be a minimizing geodesic with Tt(O)=r(t), Tt(lt)=X and let qt be the intersection of
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'<'l[O, @ with M~!:(Fr). As is seen in the proof of (5) there is a unique ray
emanating from x and asymptotic to r. Thus limt_~ qt=a(b). From
qt e M~!:(Fr) it follows that the point '<'tCt-(b+a» lies on the subarc of
'<'t with endpoints '<'teO) and qt. Triangle inequality implies that B(r(t), t
-(b+a»:::)B('<'t(t-(b+a+c», c) for all large t. Note also that '<'t(t(b+a» is the point of intersection of '<'tC[O, ltD with S(r(t), t -b-a),
and hence limt_~ '<'t(t-b-a-c)=a(b+c). Since S(a(b+c), c)=liint_~
S('<'t(t-b-c-a), c) and limt_~ B(r(t), t -b-a)=M -Int (Mb+a(Fr» the

desired implication is proved.
If C is a curve fitting to a vector v eM." then v(j;) <limh_o-[Fr 0 C(h)
-Fr 0 C(O»)/h<v(J;) follows fromj;(C(O» =J;(C(O»=b+ a-Fr(C(O» and
j;(C(h»<b+a-Fr(C(h»~J;(C(h» for C(h) e U1• Because v(j;)=v(J;)
=<v, -iJ(b» for every v eM." this proves the differentiability of Fr at x.
A ray

r: [0,

00)--+ M is now :fixed in the following remarks.

Remark 1. If {an} is a sequence of rays each of which is asymptotic
to r and such that it converges to a ray a, then a is again asymptotic to r.
This immediately follows from (4).
Remark 2. If there are two distinct rays emanating from a point x
and each of which is asymptotic to r, then Fr is not differentiable at x.
A ray a: [0, oo)--+M asymptotic to r is by definition maximal iff for any
positive e its extension to [-e, 00) is not an asymptotic ray to r. While
it might happen that the extension is still a ray. Let A be the set of all
starting points of maximal asymptotic rays to r, and let B be the set of all
non-differentiable points of F r , and let C be the set of all points which are
starting points of at least two distinct rays each asymptotic to r. Then
CcBcA holds and C is a dense subset of A (see [26]). However it has
not been known whether A is a set of measure zero, while so is B.
As is seen in Theorem 1.1, (4), if a is an asymptotic ray to r, then
Fla(t»=t+FrCa(O». The relation between F;, and Fr will now be discussed. This result has not been seen in literature.
Lemma 1.2.

Let r and a be rays such that a is asymptotic to

r.

Then

xeM.
In particular for every 1>0, limt_~ S(a(t), t-/)=Mf(F.) is contained in
M-Int(Ma+!(Fr where a: = Fla(O».

»

Proof There exists a sequence of points {Pi} on M and minimizing
geodesics ai: [0, sj)--+M with aiO) = Pi' aiSj)=r(ti) for some divergent
sequence {tj} such that lim a/O)=a(O). It follows from (4) that Fla(t»
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=t +a. Convergence property of {a j } implies that for any e>O and for
any fixed t >0 there is aj(t, e) such that if j > jet, e) then d(a(t), alt»<e.
For a point x on M, t-d(x, a(t»<t -[d(x, a/t»-e]=t -[d(x, r(tj
d(r(tJ, ait»] + e = [tj-d(x, r(tj»]+(Sj-tj)+e. Because lim j _ oo (Sj-t j )
= -a and because e>O is any, the above inequality implies that t d(x, a(t»~Fr<x)-FrCa(O» for any t >0.

»-

Remark. Lemma 1.2 has the following important significance which
is used in the next section. Let p be any point and a a ray emanating
from p and asymptotic to an arbitrary fixed ray r. Then Lemma 1.2
implies that Fa + Fla(O» supports Fr at p. Namely, a continuous function
g is said to supportf at p ifff~g in a neighborhood of p andf(p)=g(p).

§ 2.

Curvature and Busemann functions

The relations between curvature and Busemann functions on Mare
now discussed. A real valued functionf on M is said to be convex (affine,
respectively) iff its restriction to every geodesic on M is convex (affine
respectively). Iff is differentiable of class C 2 then f is convex iff its second
derivative along every geodesic is nonnegative. If - f is convex then f is
said to be concave, f is by definition subharmonic iff for any harmonic
function h defined on a connected open set U in M such that h has a continuous extension to the closure [J of U such that f = h on the boundary
au, h~fis satisfied on U. Iffis differentiable of class C 2 thenfis subharmonic iff L1f~O, where L1 is the Laplaican operator. A continuous
real valued functionf on a complex manifold X is said to be plurisubharmonic iff its restriction to every I-dimensional complex submanifold of X is
subharmonic. If f is differentiable of class C 2 and if a: D---+ X is a holomorphic map of a disk D in C such that a(O) = p E X, then setting v: =
a*(a/az)o) one has a(Jf(v, v) = 4L1(fo a)(O). Thus a C 2 function f on X is
plurisubharmoinc iff a(Jf is a positive semidefinite Hermitian form.
The purpose of this section is to give a simple proof of the following
theorem. The first part of Theorem 2.1 was proved by Cheeger-Gromoll
in [6], [7] and then a more detailed discussion for generalized Busemann
functions has been developed by Wu as Fundamental Theorems A, B
and C in [47]. Making use of the fundamental properties of Busemann
functions developed in the previous section, we shall give a technical
simplification of Wu's proof.
Theorem 2.1 (Cheeger-Gromoll [6, 7], Wu [47]). Let M be a complete
noncompact Riemannian manifold and let Fr be a Busemann function.
(1) If the sectional curvature of M is nonnegative everywhere, then Fr
is convex.
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(2) If the Ricci curvature is nonnegative everywhere, then Fr is subharmonic.
(3) II M is Kaehler and if the holomorphic bisectional curvature is
nonnegative everywhere, then Fr is plurisubharmonic.

The idea of the proof of Theorem 2.1 which we shall use here is
provided by Wu in [45] and is sketched as follows. (1), (2) and (3) are
treated by the same principle. Namely, the convexity, subharmonicity
and plurisubharmonicity of a continuous function I on M is guaranteed
by showing that the modulus of convexity, subharmonicity and plurisubharmonicity for I is nonnegative every where. If I is differentiable of
class C 2, then the modulus of convexity, subharmonicity and plurisubharmonicity ofI at a point p on M is nothing but the infimum of second
derivatives of I at p along all unit speed geodesics passing through p,
fll(p), and infa adl(v, v), where the infimum is taken over all holomorphic
maps of a disk in C such that a(O) = p and v=ai(alaz)o). In order to
verify the nonnegativity of the corresponding modulus for I at a point p
on M, it suffices to construct a sequence of continuous functions {In}
which has the following properties: (1) In converges uniformly to Ion
every compact set, (2) for each n In supports I at p, namely, I > In in a
neighborhood of p and I(p) = In(P) , (3) for each n the corresponding
modulus for I at p is bounded below by -lin. Then the proof is achieved
because if In supports I at p, then the corresponding modulus for I at p is
bounded below by that of In at p, which converges to 0 as n-+oo.
Thus the crucial step of our proof is to construct a sequence of functions with the properties mentioned above. Let Fr be a Busemann function and let p be an arbitrary fixed point. For a sufficiently small fixed
neighborhood U of p we shall construct a sequence of continuous functions {Fn} each Fn is defined on U with the following properties: (1) Fn
converges uniformly to a Busemann function (Fa) on U which supports Fr
at p, (2) for each n Fn supports Fa at p, (3) for each n there is an open set
Un of p such that Un+ 1 C Un C U and Fn is smooth on Un, (4) if the sectional
curvature is nonnegative then the modulus of convexity for Fn at p is
bounded below by -lin, (5) if the Ricci curvature is nonnegative then
the modulus of subharmonicity for Fn at p is bounded below by -lin,
(6) if M is Kaehler and if the holomorphic bisectional curvature is nonnegative then the modulus of plurisubharmonicity for Fn is bounded below by -lin.
Note that the Busemann function stated in (1) is not the original one
but the one for an asymptotic ray to r emanating from p, and which supports Fr at p.
Proolol Theorem 2.1.

Let

r: [0, 00)-+M

be a ray and let p be an
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arbitrary fixed point. Let a: [0, 00)--->- M be a ray emanating from p
and asymptotic to r and set a: = FrCp)· It follows from Theorem 1.1, (4)
and (3) that Fla(t»=t +a for all t 2:0 and FrCx)=! +a-d(x, Mf!~(Fr»
for any fixed! >0 and for any x in M1+a(FJ For a small neighborhood
U of p we may consider V clnt (MC(Fr» where c=a+ 1, and hence Frl U
is expressed as
Fr(x)=c-d(x, M~(F,)),

X E

U.

Note that a(l) E MiCF.). If follows from Lemma 1.2 that Mi(F.) is contained in M-Int(MC(Fr)) and hence S(a(t), t-1) is contained in MInt (MC(Fr» for all t> 1. Therefore every minimizing geodesic from a
point x in U to S(a(t), t-l) passes through a point on Mg(Fr). This fact
implies that for every x in U and for every fixed t> 1
d(x,

M~(F,»~d(x,

S(a(t), t -1».

For every large t p=a(O) is not a cut point to aCt) along al[O, t] and
hence there is a neighborhood Vt of a(l) and a neighborhood Ute U of P
such that 2(a, t):= Vt n S(a(t), t -1) is a smooth hypersurface and such
that U t does not intersect the cut locus of aCt). Since all geodesics hitting
orthogonally to 2(a, t) pass through aCt) at length t-l, 2(a, t) has no focal
point in U t • Therefore for every large t the function F t : U --->- R defined as
Ft(x): = I-d(x, 2(a, t»,

XEU

is continuous on V and smooth on U,. It is clear that Ft(p)=F.(p)=O
for all t and F,(x)~F.(x) for all x E U. Ft converges uniformly to F. as
t--->-oo and furthermore F.+a supports Fr atp.
We now want to show that for a suitably chosen divergent sequence
{tn} if Fn: = Ftn then the corresponding modulus for Fn at p is bounded by
-1/n for every n.
The first step of the computation of the corresponding modulus for
Fn is to show that the second fundamental form A.(1) of 2(a, t) at a(l)
has the following properties: (I) if the sectional curvature is nonnegative
then the eigenvalues of A.(1) are not less than -1/(t -1), (2) if the Ricci
curvature is nonnegative then the trace of A.(1) is not less than - (m -1)
/(t -1), (3) if the holomorphic bisectional curvature is nonnegative then
for every unit vector vat a(1) tangent to 2(a, t), <Aa(1)v, v) + <Aa(1)Jv, Jv)
2: -2/(t -1). This follows from the second variation formula along
0-1[1, t]. Let v be a unit vector at a(l) tangent to 2(a, t) and let Yand E
be the Jacobi field and the parallel field along al[l, t] such that Y(I)=
£(I)=v and Y(t)=O. Y is associated with the I-parameter geodesic
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variation whose variational curves are minimizing geodesics joining a(t)
to points on a curve in I(a, t) fitting v. Since all variational curves have
the same length t -1, the second variation formula gives

J: «

Y', Y')-<R(Y, &)&, Y»dt + <A,,(1) v, v)=O.

It is elementary that if a geodesic contains no conjugate pair, then the
Jacobi field minimizes the index form I among all piecewise smooth vector
fields along it with the same values at both endpoints. Thus I(Y, Y)~
I(E, E), where E(s):=(t -s)E(s)/(t -1), 1<s <t. If the sectional curvature is nonnegative, then <AW)v, v» -I(E, E» -I/(t -1). If the

Ricci curvature is nonnegative, then taking an orthonormal basis V1> v2 , • • •
vm=o-(I) at M. o), one has L:V!.11 I(Ei' E i) > - (m - 1)/(t - 1), where
Ei(S):=(t -s)Ei(s)/(t -1) and Ei is the parallel field with Ei(l)=vi as
before. Thus trace A,,(1);;:;; -(m-l)/(t -1). Finally if the holomorphic
bisectional curvature is nonnegative and if Y and Z are Jacobi fields
along al[1, t] with Y(1)=v, Z(1)=Jv and Y(t)=Z(t)=O, then <A,,(l)v, v)
+<A.(I)JV, Jv» -(I(E, E) + I(JE, JE» > -2/(t -1).
Now let Fn: U-+R be defined by Fn:=Ft " for t n>n(m-I)+1.

Then the required inequalities for the second fundamental forms of I(a, t n )
are satisfied.
To calculate the modulus of convexity for Fn at p let v e Mp be an
arbitrary unit vector and c a geodesic fitting v. Let P be a unit parallel
field along 0" I[0, 1] such that V= cos (I P(O) + sin {I &(0) for some constant
(I e [0, 21t). Let Ybe the unique N-Jacobi field along 0"1[0,1] with Y(O)=v
and Y(l) e T.(1)I(O". t n ) namely, Y is associated to a I-parameter geodesic
variation whose variational geodesics are all distance-minimizing geodesics
from points on c to I(O", tn). It follows from the second variation formula together with the minimization theorem (see Theorem 4, p. 228 in [1])
that
2
--Fn(c(s»
d
ds 2

I8~O < I(cos {I.p, cos (I·P)-<A"(1) cos (I.P(1), cos (I·P(1».

°

Since the sectional curvature is nonnegative, cos 2 {I. I (P, P):::;;; and hence
-Fn(c(0»"~-cos2{1<A,,(1)P(I), P(I»<l/n(m-l).
This proves (1) of
Theorem 2.1.
To compute the modulus of subharmonicity for Fn at p, let PI' ... ,
P m =& be an orthonormal parallel frame field along 0"1[0,1]. Then by the
same reason as above,
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If the Ricci curvature is nonnegative then L:~11 l(Pt , Pt)<O and hence
-JFn(P)~ -trace A.(I) ~ ljn, proving (2).
Finally let a: D-+ M be a holomorphic map from a disk D in C into
M with a(O) = p and let v=a*(cajaz)o). Because Fn is smooth in a neighborhood ofp adFn(v, V)=HFn(X, X)+HFn(JX, JX), where His the usual
Hessian form and v is expressed as X -iJX, X E Mp. The Hessian form
HFn(X, X) is nothing but the second derivative of Fn(c(s» at s=o along
the geodesic c fitting X. Therefore by the same reason as before adFn(v, V)
;::::: -2jn(m-l). This proves (3) of Theorem 2.1.
Remark 1. If M is complete and simply connected and if the sectional curvature of Mis nonpositive everywhere, then Fr is concave. This
is because the distance function to a fixed point is convex and hence for
every fixed t, t -d(·, ret»~ is concave. Thus the limit of these concave
functions is again concave.
Remark 2. The argument in the proof of (1) also yields that if CeM
is a closed (locally) convex set with nonempty boundary and if the
sectional curvature of M is nonnegative everywhere, then the function
de: C-+R defined by de(x):= -d(x, aC), x E C is convex. In fact let
y E ac be a point such that dc(x) = -d(x, y):= -I, and let 7:: [0, I]-+C be
a minimizing geodesic with 7:(0) = x, ",(I) = y. Consider a hypersurface
S(y):={expy v; v E My, <v, &(/»=0, Ilvll~convexity radius at y}. Then
S(y) does not intersect Int (C) and hence if a is a geodesic emanating
from a point x E Int (C), then d(a(u), S(y»;;;;'d(a(u), aC) for all sufficiently
small u. If 0:=<)::(&(0), f(O» and if E is a parallel field along 7: with
&(0) = cos of(O) + sin 0E(O) , then by the same argument developed in the
proof of Theorem 2.1, (1) the function u-+d(a(u), S(y» has second derivative at 0 bounded above by

sin2 0

f:

-K(E,

f)ds~O,

where the eigenvalues of the second fundamental form of S(y) at yare
all o. This proves the convexity of dcCa).
Now the soul theorem due to Cheeger-Gromoll is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, (1) and Remark 2 stated above.
Theorem 2.2 (Cheeger-Gromoll, [7]). Let M be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold of nonnegative sectional curvature. Then there
exists a compact totally geodesic submanifold without boundary which is ci
totally convex set of M.
Proof

Let p be an arbitrary fixed point on M and let F: M -+R be
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defined by F(x): = sUPr Fr(x), where the sup is taken over all rays emanating from p. F is clearly convex. Moreover for every a E F(M), Ma(F)
is compact. In fact if otherwise, Ma(F) would be noncompact, and hence
the total convexity of Ma(F) implies that it contains a ray. F diverges on
this ray, a contradiction. Thus F takes a minimum on M. We may
consider by adding some constant if necessary to F, that the minimum value
is o. Remark 2 implies that if the minimum set Co:=MO(F) has nonempty boundary, then there is a convex function d1 : Co~R, d,(x):=
-d(x, aCo). If the minimum set C, of d, has nonemtpy boundary, then a
convex function is defined on Ct. Obviously the dimension of Co is less
than m and the dimension of C1 is less than that of Co. Thus by induction
we find a sequence of compact totally convex sets Co::) C,::) C2 , ••• , ::) Ck
such that Ck has no boundary. This Ck is a soul.
The structure theorem is stated as follows.
Theorem 2.3 (Cheeger-Gromoll, [7]). Let M be a complete and noncompact Riemannian manifold of nonnegative sectional curvature. Let S be
a soul of M which is obtained in Theorem 2.2. Then M is homeomorphic
to the total space of the normal bundle lieS) over S in M.
The proof given by Cheeger and Gromoll in [7] in sketched as follows.
Using the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we have a sequence Co::) C1 ::) C2 , • • • , ::) Ck = S of compact totally convex sets such that
Co is the minimum set of F and Ck is a soul. It is proved that M - Co is
homeomorphic to Ml(F) X (0, 00) where t >0 is arbitrary fixed. As is
stated in the next section such a homeomorphism can be constructed for
general convex functions whose level sets are not necessarily compact.
For each i=O, 1, ... , k-l let at = max {d(x, aCt); x E Ci}. Obviously
-ai=minci di+l. It follows from compactness of Co that there exist
positive constants O~e such that the following statements are valid (see
Lemma 2.4 of [7]): (1) if O~a;;;;a'~at and if a'-a<o for i=O, ... ,
k-I, then for every x E Ct , d(x, C~(di+l)) < e, where q(di+,):=
{y E Ci ; di + 1(y) < -a}, (2) if O<a<a' <an and if a' -a<o then there is a
homeomorphism aq X [0, l]~q - Int (Cn with (x, O)~x. In particular
ac~ has a collar neighborhood in Co, (3) if a E (ao-o, ao], then there is a
strong deformation retract C~~C" (4) if O<r <ao-a<o, then there is
a homeomorphism q~conB(C" r) keeping C1 fixed, (5) if i=I, ... ,
k-I and if O<a~a'~ai and a'-a<r<o, then there is a homeomorphism Co n B(q, r)~Con B(Cf, r) keeping Ct + 1 fixed.
The above argument shows that if S = Ck is the soul of the minimum
set Co of F, then there is a homeomorphism between lieS) and M keeping
S fixed.
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A convex function f on M is said to be strongly convex iff for every
compact set K on M there exists a positive constant r; such that at each
point on K the second difference quotient off along every geodesic passing
through that point is bounded below by r; at that point. It follows from
the argument developed in the proof of Theorem 2.1, (1) that if the
sectional curvature of M is positive outside a compact set, then every
Busemann function Fr can be transformed to a strongly convex function
X0 Fr by a smooth strictly increasing convex function X: R---+R. Thus in this
case the soul of M is a single point. It has been proved by Wu in [47] that
if a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold has nonnegative sectional
curvature and it is positive outside a compact set, then M is diffeomorphic
to Rm. This is a slight generalization of the Gromoll-Meyer theorem [20]
which states that every complete noncompact Riemannian manifold of
positive sectional curvature is diffeomorphic to Rm.
It should also be noted that if H is a complete simply connected
Riemannain manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature, then every Bu~
semann function of H is concave and moreover it is differentiable of class
C 2 • This has been proved by Heintze and 1m Hof in [21].

§ 3. Convex functions.
The existence of a nontrivial convex function on a complete Riemannian manifold imposes certain restrictions to the topology of the manifold.
It is elementary that a convex function on a complete M is locally Lipschitz continuous (and hence automatically continuous). However it has
not been known if a convex function defined on a G-space is continuous
or not.
An obvious topological consequence of the existence of a convex
function on a complete M is that M is noncompact. Conversely, every
noncompact manifold admits a complete metric and a smooth function
which is convex with respect to the metric. This is possible because such
a convex function takes minimum and the minimum set has nonempty
interior in which all important information on the topology of M is contained. Such a metric can be taken so that it is flat outside the minimum
set (for detail see [11]). The only one metric consequence of the existence
of a nontrivial convex function on M is that the volume of M is unbounded, see [50].
Therefore it is natural to assume that a convex function on M is not
constant on any open subset of M. We shall call such a function to be
locally nonconstant. The following results on complete Riemannian manifolds admitting locally nonconstant convex functions have been obtained
by Greene and Shiohama in [11]. Letf: M ---+R be a locally nonconstant
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Then we have (1) iff has a nonconnected level set, then

f takes minimum and the minimum set is a totally geodesic hypersurface

without boundary and it has a trivial normal bundle. Moreover if a>
infM f, then M~(f) has exactly two components, (2) if f has a compact
level, then all levels are compact and the diameter function d(t):= the
diameter of M;(f) is monotone nondecreasing with t Ef(M). (3) M with
a locally nonconstant convex function has at most two ends. Moreover
iffhas a noncompact level, then M has exactly one end and if M has two
ends, then f has compact levels.

Theorem 3.1 (Greene-Shiohama, [11]). Let f be a locally nonconstant
convex function on M. For any fixed c with c >infM f there exists a
homeomorphism H: M~(f)x(infMf, oo)-+M -{x E M;f(x)=infMf} such
thatf(H(y, a))=afor all y E M~(f) andfor all a>infMf. Moreover if the
minimum set is nonempty, then H has a continuous extension H: M~(f) X
{infM f, 00 )-+M which is proper and surjective.

Note that every strictly convex function is automatically locally nonconstant, since the minimum set of a strictly convex function is a single
point. It has been proved by Greene and Wu in [17] that a strongly
,convex function on M can be approximated by smooth strongly convex
functions, and hence if M admits a strongly convex exhaustion function
then M is diffeomorphic to Rm. Morse-theoretic analysis is employed to
construct the above diffeomorphism between M and Rm. However it has
not been known whether or not a convex function can be approximated
by smooth convex functions. In spite of the possible absence of smooth
convex approximations, a complete Morse-theoretic analysis can be obtained even though the function might not have C 2 regularity. And the
homeomorphism obtained in the above theorem can be replaced by a
diffeomorphism as follows (see [12]): Letfbe a locally nonconstant convex function on M. Then there exists a smooth complete hypersurface
N without boundary of M which is homeomorphic to M~(f) and there is
a diffeomorphism D: NX(O, oo)-+M -{x E M;f(x)=infMf}. Moreover
if the minimum set isnonempty, then D has a continuous extension 15: N
X [0, 00 )-+M which is proper and surjective.
As consequences of the above results it has been proved that (1) if f
is strictly convex, then M is diffeomorphic to either Rm or else N X R,
(2) iffhas a nonconnected level, then M is diffeomorphic to N X R, where
N is the minimum set off, (3) if the minimum set off has no boundary,
then M is diffeomorphic to the total space of the normal bundle over the
minimum set in M .
. The existence of a locally convex function on M also gives certain
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restrictions to the Riemannian structure of M. In the case where M has
positive sectional curvature, it has been proved in [20] that: (1) the isometry group J(M) ofM is compact, (2) the exponential map at every
point on M is proper. In the case where H is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature the Cartan
theorem states that every compact subgroup of the isometry group J(H)
of H has a common fixed point.
The above stated results have been extended to manifolds having
locally nonconstant convex functions as follows. It has been proved by
Yamaguchi in [49] that (1) if M admits a strictly convex function which
takes minimum, then every compact subgroup of J(M) has a common
fixed point, (2) if M admits a strictly convex function which has compact
levels and which has no minimum, then J(M) is compact. If M admits
a strictly convex exhaustion function then the exponential map at every
point on M is proper. In the case where a convex function has compact
levels and has no minimum, M is isometric to the Riemannian product
N X R if J(M) is noncompact. This has been proved in [13].
For each point p on M let C(p) be the cut locus and let i(p):=
d(p, C(p)). This i is known to be continuous and plays an important
role in the study of topology of compact manifolds, see Sakai [32]. It is
elementary that for every p on M if q E C(p) satisfies d(p, q)=i(p), then
either there exists a simply closed geodesic loop at p with length 2i(p)
passing through q or otherwise q is conjugate to p along any minimizing
geodesic, see [19].
It has been proved in [45] and [28] that if M is a complete noncompact manifold whose sectional curvature KM satisfies O<KMs 1, then
i (M) : = infM i ~ rc. In fact, as is stated at the end of Section 2 there is a
strongly convex exhaustion function F on M. If there is a point q on M
at which i(q)<rc, then iIMif'(q)(F) takes minimum at some pointp. Then
i(p) and the total convexity of Mif'(q)(F) implies that there is a closed
geodesic of length 2i (p) passing through p whose image is in the set. This
contradicts the fact that F is strongly convex.
The above result has been extended by Sarafutdinov in [38] as follows.
If M is homeomorphic to Rm and if the sectional curvature of M satisfies
OsKM;S;I, then i(M)':2rc. A little more generally, if M admits a strictly
convex exhaustion function and if the sectional curvature KM of M satisfies
KMs 1, then i(M)~rc, (see [40]).
The properness of the exponential map at every point on a complete
noncompact M with positive sectional curvature has been proved by
Gromoll-Meyer in [20]. This has been extended to manifolds admitting
strongly convex exhaustion functions by Greene-Wu in [17]. A slight
generalization of the above result will state that if M admits a strictly
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convex exhaustion function, then the exponential map at every point on
Here the assumption that the function is exhaustion is inevitable. As is seen later in the example of a strictly convex
nonexhaustion function with compact levels and without minimum on a
surface of revolution whose profile curve is given by y=log x, the exponential map at any point on such a surface is not proper. This is a direct
consequence of the classical Clairaut theorem.
Finally it should be noted that the class of all complete Riemannian
manifolds admitting strictly convex functions with compact levels contains
properly the class of all complete Riemannian manifolds of positive sectional curvature and all complete simply connected Riemannian manifolds
of nonpositive sectional curvature. In fact it is possible to construct a
surface of revolution in E S on which there is a smooth strongly convex
function with compact levels and on which the Gaussian curvature changes
sign, see [40]. Such an example is constructed as follows. Let O<a<b
and let h: [0,00)---*[0,1] be a smooth function such that (1) h(v)=O for
O;;;;;v<a and h(v) = 1 for v>b, (2) if g(v)=v2 +h(v), then g'(v»O for all
v>O and g"(vo)<O for some Vo E (a, b). The desired surface of revolution
will be defined by (u, v)---*(v cos u, v sin u, g(v)), u E [0, 21t'], v>O. Then
the Gaussian curvature is negative in a neighborhood of (u, vo) and is
positive on (u, v) for v?b and v<a. Then for sufficiently large n the
functionf(u, v):=gn(v) is a smooth strongly convex exhaustion function.
A surface of revolution defined by (u, v)---*(v cos U, v sin u, log u) O':::;;:u':::;;:
21t', v>O has negative Gaussian curvature and the function feu, v):=u is
strongly convex and has compact levels and no minimum. Note also
that the exponential map on this surface is not proper at any point on it.
A small perturbation is made to the profile curve log u of this surface such
that the Gaussian curvature on the new surface of revolution changes sign
and there is a smooth strongly convex function with compact levels and
without minimum. These examples justify our generalizations.
M is proper (see [11]).

§ 4. Splitting theorems
The Cohn-Vossen theorem states that if a complete noncompact
Riemannian 2-manifold of nonnegative Gaussian curvature admits a
straight line, then it is isometric to either a plane E2 or a flat] cylinder
SI XR. We shall see how this theorem has been generalized to higher
dimensions. If M is isometric to the Riemannian product N XR, then
for every x on N rx(t):=(x, t) is a straight line and rx and ry are asymptotic to each other.
Theorem 4.1. Let r, a: [0, oo)---*M be rays emanating from p=r(o),
q =a(O) such that a is asymptotic to r. Let a=F/q). Then we have:
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(1) If M is simply connected and if the sectional curvature of Mis nonposifive, then 9(t):=d(a(t), r(t+a», (t~O if a>O, and t~-a if a<O) is a
monotone nonincreasing convex function. (2) If the sectional curvature of
M is nonnegative, then 9(t):=d(a(t), ret + a», (t >0 if a>O, and t~-a
if a~O) is monotone nondecreasing. (3) If the 9 in the above (1) and (2)
is constant on some interval [c, d] with c < d, then there exists a flat strip of
totally geodesic which is bounded by a([c, 00», r([c+ a, 00» and a minimizing geodesic joining a(c) and r(c+a).
Proof of (1). It follows from the second variation formula for a
I-parameter family of geodesic variation along geodesics joining points
aCt) and [3(t) for any fixed two geodesics a, [3: R----,>-M, that the function
t----,>-d 2(a(t), [3(t» is smooth and has nonnegative second derivative for all
t E R. Therefore, for a divergent sequence {tj} and for eachj if aj: [0, If]
----,>-Mis a geodesic joining q=aiO) and r(tJ=allf)' then each 9tCt):=
d(atCt), ret + a» is monotone nonincreasing convex on [0, If] for a:;::::O and
on [-a, If] for a<O, and lim 9lt)= 9(t) for all t ~O if a:;::::O, and for all
t ~ -a if a<O. This proves (1).
Proof of (2). For every t >0 (if a>O) or for every t > -a (if a<O)
note that Fr is differentiable at aCt) and at r(t +a), and the gradient vectors
to Fr at those points are a(t) and t(t + a). Convexity of Fr implies that
if "t: [O,l]----,>-M is a minimizing geodesic with ",(/)=a(t) and ",(0)=
r(t+a), then ",([0, I]) is contained in M'(Fr). Thus <iCt+a), i,(O»~O
and <a(t), -i,(/»~O. Since 9 is Lipschitz continuous with the Lipschitz
constant 2, it is differentiable almost everywhere and the above inequality
implies that the first derivative of 9 is nonnegative wherever it exists. This
proves (2).
To prove (3) in the case of (1), note that the convexity property of
the function t----,>-d 2 (a(t), [3(t») implies that through each point x on M
there passes a unique ray asymptotic to r. This fact yields that if two
rays are asymptotic to r, then they are asymptotic to each others.
If 9 is constant on [c, d], then 9 is constant on [c, 00). This is
immediate from the convexity of 9. Let I: = 9(c). For each t::;;: c let
",: [0, l]----,>-M be a geodesic with ",(O)=r(t +a), ",(/)=a(t). For each
s E [0, I] let as: [c, oo)----'>-M be a ray emanating from "c(s)=as(c) and asymptotic to r. It is asserted that for every s E [0, /] and for every t ~c
as(t)="t(s), and <as(t), i,(s»=O. In fact it follows from aCt) E M::~(Fr)
for all t ~c that <a(t), i,(l)=<t(t +a), i,(O)=O. Since 9 is constant
and since r and a are asymptotic to as, (1) implies that d(r(t +a), ait)
+d(as(t), a(t))=9(t) for all t ~c and for all s E [0, l]. This proves the
assertion. This relation makes it possible to construct an isometric
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embedding i:[O,/]X[c, oo)--+M by i(s, t):=r"tCs). For the proof of i
being totally geodesic it suffices to show that the second fundamental form
vanishes identically. To see this let X: = iiajas) and Y: = iiajat). Obviously {X, Y} forms an orthonormal frame field on the surface, and they
are parallel with respect to the Riemannian connection induced through i.
If r is the Levi-Civita connection of M, then r xX = r y Y = follows from
the construction of i. Moreover since if! is constant, both X and Yare
Jacobi fields along O"s and Tt respectively and they have the constant length.
Thus they are parallel along geodesics, e.g., r x Y = r yX = 0. This proves
the first part of (3).
To show the second part of (3), note that for every t E [c, dJ, T/[O, I])
is contained entirely in M;!~(Fr) and Tt hits orthogonally to 0" and r. Let
Eo be the unit parallel field along n[c+a, (0) such that Eo(c+a)=i"c(O).
Let i: [O,/]X[c,oo)--+M be defined by i(s,t):=exPrCt+a)s·Eo(t+a).
Choose a small So >0 and a to >c such that the map i is smooth on [0, so] X
Ic, to] and such that the length of a curve t--+i(s, t), c ~t ~to is not greater
than to - c for all s E [0, so]. This is guaranteed by the second variation
formula. It follows from the total convexity of Mto+a(Fr) together with
grad Fli(O, to)) = i(to+ a) that i(s, to) E M -lnt (Mto+a(Fr)) for all s E [0, so].
Since i(s, c) E M~!~(Fr)' Proposition 1.1, (1) implies that this curve t--+
i(s, t), c ~t ~to, is a minimizing geodesic segment whose length realizes
the distance between i(s, 0) = T/S) and M;~!~(Fr) which is equal to to-c.
From Proposition 1.1, (3), its extension is a ray asymptotic to r, say,
O"s: [c, oo)--+M with O",(O)=T c (s), O",(t)=i(s, t). Moreover it follows from
the second variation formula that the sectional curvature spanned by
Xes, t):=i*(ajas)(s, t) and Yes, t):=i*(ajat)(s, t) is
for any (s, t) E
[0, so] X [c, to]. If E, is the parallel unit field along O"s 1[C, to] such that
E.(c) = i"c(s), then the same argument as above applies to find an Sl E
(so, I] such that il [0, Sl] X [c, toJ is the natural smooth extension of il [0, so]
X [c, to] and keeping the same properties. By iterating this procedure
one finally gets the embedding i: [0, I] X [c, oo)--+M defined as i(s, t)=
eXPr(t+a) s·Eo(t +a) such that: (1) for every s E [0,1], t--+i(s, t) is a ray
asymptotic to r and emanating from T/S). (Recall that there is a unique
ray asymptotic to r emanating from 0"( c), and hence the curve t --+i (I, t)
coincides with O"(t)), (2) for every fixed t 2: c the curve s--+i(s, t) is a minimizing geodesic of length I such that i(l, t)=O"(t) and i(O, t)=r(t +a),
(3) the sectional curvature spanned by Xes, t) and Yes, t) is zero for all
s E [0, IJ and for all It ~ c. By the same reason as in the first case, i is
totally geodesic.
On a flat totally geodesic strip as is mentioned in the above Theorem
4.1, Fr takes a special form. A function f: M --+ R is said to be affine iff
along every geodesic r: R--+M, f o r: R--+R is expressed as f 0 r(t)=at+h

°

°
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for some constants a and b. An affine function is said to be nontrivial iff
it is not constant along some geodesic. In the previous Theorem 4.1 Fr
restricted to the flat totally geodesic strip is affine. An affine function
gives very strong restriction to the Riemannian structure of M as has been
discussed by Innami in [25] as follows.
Theorem 4.2 (Innami [25]). Iff: M ~ R is a non-trivial affine function,
then M is isometric to the Riemannian product N X R, where N is a totally
geodesic hypersurface in M which is a level set off

Proof The non-triviality of f implies that infMf= - 00, and hence
M is homeomorphic to the product M~(f) X R. If a is a geodesic segment
joining two distinct points on a level set, then a(R) is contained entirely
in the level, and hence every level is a complete totally geodesic hypersurface without boundary which is totally convex.
Now the basic idea of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is this. Let x be
an arbitrary fixed point and let c: = f(x) , and let R(x, r) be a strongly
convex ball. Take C I close to c such that d(x, M~~(f))=d(x, y)<rf2 for
some point y on M~~(f). If a: [0, l]~M is a unique minimizing geodesic
with Ilall=l, a(O) = x, a(l)=y, then for every t E [0, I] d(x, Mj::m(f))=t.
And in particular f is differentiable at x and aCt) is orthogonal to the
tangent hyperplane to Mj::gj(f) at aCt) for all t E [0, I].
To prove this suppose that there is a point Yt on M~::m(f) such that
d(x, Yt) = d(x, M ~::m(f)) < t. Then the affine property of f implies that the
minimizing geodesic joining x to Yt can be extended to a geodesic segment
beyond Yt with length less than I and with endpoints x and a point on
M~~(f).
This contradicts the distance minimizing property of a between
x and M~~(f). The same argument applies to any point x' on the intersection of a sufficiently small neighborhood of x and M~(f) to verify that
if y' is a point on M~:(f) such that d(x', M~:(f))=d(x', y')=I', then the
minimizing geodesic a': [0, l']~ M joining x' to y' hits orthogonally all levels
between c and Cp It follows from the Gauss lemma that I =1', and moreover t~d(a(t), a'(t)) is constant on [0, I]. It follows from Theorem A in
[11] that all level sets of an affine function is connected. From connectedness of levels it follows that the local constancy of the distance x~
d(x, M~:(f)), x E M~(f) extends globally to the whole level. The correspondence between M~(f) and M;(f), c ~ t ~ ctCor C I ~ t :s:: c) via the
distance minimizing geodesics is thus isometric for all t between c and cl .
Therefore M~,(f) (or M~'(f) if cl;:;;;c) is isometric to the Riemannian
product M~(f) X [0, I].
If d(a(t), M~(f))<t for some t >1, then there is a unit speed minimizing geodesic 1': [0, t l] ~ M with tl < t, aCt) = T(O), 1'(tI) E M~(f) and
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M~(f))= t l .

But from the arguments developed above, 7:(tl -/)
and hence f a a and - fa 7: have the same slope, a contradiction
totl<t. This fact means that for every t>/andfor every t<O,a\[O,t]
(or a\[t, 0] ift<O) realizes the distance between a(t) andM~(f). Thus
the normal exponential map Exp defined over the normal bundle of a fixed
level M~(f) into M is an isometric embedding of M~(f) X R.
The Toponogov splitting theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem
4.2 which is stated as follows.
d(a(t),

E M~:(f)

Theorem 4.3 (Toponogov [44]). Let M be a complete noncompact
Riemannian manifold of nonnegative sectional curvature. If M admits a
straight line r: R-+M (e.g., d(r(tl)' r(t2))=\tl - t2 \lor all tl , t2 E R), then M
is isometric to the Riemannian product N X R.
The proof technique used here is furnished by Innami, see Theorem 3
in [25].
Proof Let F+ and F_ be the Busemann functions for r\[O, 00) and
r \[0, - 00) respectively. Since they are convex, the sum is convex too.
For any point x on M, it follows that F+(x)+F_{x)=lim t_= [2t-d(x, ret))
-d(x, r( -t))]~limt_= [2t-d(r(t), r(-t))]=O. Because a bounded convex function on M is constant and since (F+ +F_)(r(t))=o for every t E R,
the sum is identically zero. Namely, F+ = -F_. This fact means that
both F+ and F_ are affine. Thus Theorem 4.2 implies the conclusion.
It should be noted that if a complete M admits a straight line rand
if the Ricci curvature of M is nonnegative, then M is isometric to the
Riemannian product N X R. This has been proved by Cheeger-Gromoll
in [6], where they showed that the F+ and F_ stated in the proof of Theorem 4.3 are differentiable and harmonic. And it turned out that they are
affine.
Relevant results have been obtained by replacing straight lines by
compact hypersurfaces with certain properties. Namely, if a complete
noncompact Mof nonnegative Ricci curvature admits a compact minimal
hypersurface N which has no boundary and has no focal point, then M is
isometric to the line bundle over N in M (see [24]). Making use of convexity argument and the second variation formulas, Burago and Zalgallaer
have obtained in [4] the following. If M is a complete, connected and
locally convex set in a Riemannian manifold V of nonnegative sectional
curvature and if the boundary aM of M is nonempty, then (1) the number
of components of the boundary aM is not greater than two, (2) if the
boundary aM has two components, then they are isometric to each other
and M is isometric to the Riemannian product (aM)1 X [0, a], where (aM)1
is a component of aM, (3) if aM is connected and compact and if M is
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noncompact, then M is isometric to aM x [0, a]. Making use of the
minimum principle for solutions of some non-linear differential equations,
Ichida has proved an extension of the above result in [22]. It has been
proved in [22] that if M =MU aM is a connected manifold with a compact
smooth boundary aM and if the Ricci curvature of M is nonnegative and
if the mean curvature in the inner normal direction is nonnegative, then
aM has at most two components. Moreover if aM has two components,
then M is isometric to the Riemannian product (aM)! x [0, a]. Further
development of this type of splitting theorems has been obtained in [23].
§ 5. An elementary proof for a gap theorem·
The following theorem has recently been proved by Greene and Wu
in [18].
Theorem 5.1 (Greene-Wu, [18]). Let M be a complete noncompact
Riemannian manifold of nonnegative sectional curvature. If the sectional
curvature is zero outside a compact set K and if M is simply connected at
infinity, then M is isometric to Em.
M is by definition simply connected at infinity iff for every compact
set C there is a compact set C! containing C such that M - C! is connected
and simply connected.
Two basic facts are used in the proof of the above theorem and their
proof in [18] is sketched as follows. The Sackstader theorem [35] states
that if a complete Riemannian manifold N of nonnegative sectional curvature is isometrically immersed in En+! with codimension one and if the
sectional curvature is positive at least one point, then it is embeded as the
boundary of a smooth convex body in En+!. Second fact is the Bishop
theorem for the volume of metric balls on M which states that if M has
nonnegative sectional curvature, then for a fixed point x on M and for
r >0, the functionf(r): = [volume of B(x, r)]/[volume of r-ball on Em] is
monotone nonincreasing with r >0. In particular if limr~~ f(r) = I, then
M is isometric to Em. In order to establish limr~~ f(r) = 1 under the
assumption of Theorem 5.1, the Riemannian convolution smoothing procedure applies to a convex exhaustion function F: M -).R which is constructed in the previous section by Busemann functions to provide a
smooth function F: M -).R. Flatness outside a compact set implies that F
is convex outside a compact set Kl> and every sufficiently high level of F is
locally isometrically immersed into Em with codimension one such that
the second fundamental form of it is positive semidefinite everywhere.
Since M is simply connected at infinity, the local isometric immersion is
globally constructed and the level of F is thus isometrically immersed into
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Em. Since the image is compact, the second fundamental form is strictly
positive definite at least one point. Then the Sackstader theorem implies
that the immersion is embedding, and in particular M - KI is isometric to
Em-[a convex body]. Thus limr_=f(r) = 1 is proved.
We shall provide an elementary proof of Theorem 5.1 which is completely different from that of Greene-Wu. The splitting theorem is used
for our proof in such a way that for a fixed Busemann function Fr a sufficiently high level set is a complete totally geodesic hyper surface without
boundary which is totally convex and simply connected. It will then turn
out that the level set will contain m-I independent lines, and hence Mis
isometric to Em -I X N by the splitting theorem, where N is a I-dimensional
totally geodesic submanifold without boundary. Since N contains
r([O, 00)], N must be a straight line, and the proof is achieved.
As stated above it suffices for the proof of Theorem 5.1 to show that
for a fixed Busemann function Fr with p = rcO) and for a sufficiently large
b, Mg(Fr) is totally convex and isometric to Em-I. Let F: M -*R be
defined by F: = supu F., where the sup is taken over all rays emanating
fromp. Choose an a E F(M) so as to satisfy KcMa(F). As is stated
in the previous section, there is a homeomorphism H: M~(F) X [a, 00)-*
M -Int(Ma(F» such that F(H(y, a»)=a for all y E M~(F) and for all
a~a. It follows from simple connectedness at infinity of M that M~(F)
is simply connected. Now let b be chosen such that b >a. Then Kc
Ma(F) C Mb(FJ The following assertion is the key step for the proof.

Assertion. If M has nonnegative sectional curvature and if M is
simply connected at infinity, then Mg(Fr) is simply connected.
Proof of Assertion. If levels of Fr are all compact, then the assumption implies that Mg(Fr) is simply connected. (Under the assumption of
Theorem 5.1 it is proved later that this does not occur and levels of Fr are
all noncompact.) Assume that levels of Fr are noncompact. For an
arbitrary taken closed curve c: [0, I]-*Mg(Fr ) such that c(O) = c(1) = r(b)
there is an open ball B around reb) which contains c([O, 1]). Through
every point x on B n Mg(Fr) there passes a curve t-*H(y, t), t ?:.a with
y E M~(F). By means of these curves one constructs a map fl: B n Mg(Fr)
-*M~(F) by H(x):=y, x E B n Mg(Fr ). Since M~(F) is simply connected
there is a homotopy h:[O, I]X[O, I]-*M~(F) such that h(O,u)=fl(c(u»
and h(l, u)=r(a) for all u E [0,1]. The homotopy image h([O, 1] X [0,1])
is continuously deformed into the image of fl as follows: If dim M = 3,
then M~(F) is homeomorphic to S2, and hence h can be chosen so that
the image of h is contained entirely in the image of fl. If dim M2:4,
then dim M~(F)?:'3. The homotopy image lying outside fl(B n Mg(Fr

»
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is covered by a finitely many convex balls B I , •• " B k • In each Bi the
homotopy image can be swept out along a family of minimizing geodesics
emanating from a fixed point outside image of the homotopy to the
boundary of Bi on M~(F). Thus a continuous deformation of the homotopy image along M~(F) is obtained in such a way that the resulting homotopy on M~(F) between Hoc and a point curve rea) has its image in
H(B n M~(F)). Now this homotopy is pulled back by H to the homotopy between c and a point curve reb), in M~(Fr)' Thus the assertion is
proved.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. It follows from the Assertion together with
the Greene-Shiohama theorem that M -Int (Mb(Fr)) is simply connected,
and in particular for every t >b B(r(t), t -b) is convex. Therefore MInt (Mb(Fr))=lim B(r(t), t -b) is convex. Since Fr is convex, Mb(Fr) and
M~(Fr) are totally convex. In particular Mg(Fr) is totally geodesic hypersurface without boundary. Simple connectedness of M~(Fr) implies that
it is isometric to Em-I. The proof is completed by the splitting theorem.

§ 6. Busemann functions and total curvature
As is seen in the Cohn-Vossen theorem, the total curvature of a
complete noncompact Riemannian 2-manifold is not a topological invariant but it depends on the choice of the Riemannian structure. Therefore it will be natural to imagine that the total curvature should describe
a certain property of the Riemannian structure which defines it. The first
attempt for this line of investigation has been done by Maeda in [29], [30],
where he showed that there is a relation between the total curvature and
the mass of rays emanating from a fixed point on a complete Riemannian
2-manifold diffeomorphic to R2 of nonnegative Gaussian curvature.
Namely if M is such a manifold with c(M)<27r, then the measure of all
unit vectors in Mp tangent to rays emanating from a fixed point p on M
is bounded below by 27r-c(M). It has recently been proved by Shiga in
[41] that if M is a complete finitely connected noncompact 2-manifold of
nonpositive Gaussian curvature and if c(M) > 27r(X(M) - 1), then for every
point p on M the set of all unit vectors tangent to rays emanating from p
has measure bounded above by 27rX(M) - c(M).
But here we would like to mention about the relation between the
total curvature and the behavior of Busemann functions. It has been
proved in [42] that for a complete noncompact 2-manifold of nonnegative
Gaussian curvature, the total curvature is greater than 7r if and only if all
Busemann functions on it are exhaustion, and the total curvature is not
greater than.7r if and only if all Busemann functions are nonexhaustion.
In this case Busemann functions are all convex and the level sets are all
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simultaneously compact or noncompact.
From this result one might expect a geometric significance of the
total curvature in general case where manifolds are complete noncompact
finitely connected whose Gaussian curvature changes sign. Namely it
might be anticipated that the existence of c(M) would not allow the existence of both exhaustion and nonexhaustion Busemann functions. But
the behavior of Busemann functions also depends on the end structure of
M. Namely it is easily seen that if M has more than one end, then every
Busemann function on M has its infimum = - 0:), and hence Theorem 1.1,
(1) implies that it is nonexhaustion. Thus the problem under consideration makes sense only when M has exactly one end. It has been proved
in [43] that for a complete noncompact finitely connected Riemannian
2-manifold with one end, (1) if the total curvature is less than C2X(M) -1)1r
then all Busemann functions are nonexhaustion, (2) if the total curvature
is greater than (2XCM)-1)1r, then all Busemann functions are exhaustion.
In the case where the total curvature is equal to (2X(M)-1)1r, there are
three examples of surfaces in E 3 with total curvature 1r which are homeomorphic to R2 and on which all Busemann functions are simultaneously
exhaustion, non-exhaustion and on which there are both exhaustion and
nonexhaustion Busemann functions. For details see [43].
An interesting problem is if the above results can be extended to
4-dimensional complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds of nonnegative
sectional curvature on which the total curvature has been computed in
[46].
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